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Abstract. New computational results are presented which provide a theoretical basis for the stability of the Field
Reversed Configuration (FRC). The FRC is a compact toroid with negligible toroidal field in which the plasma is
confined by a poloidal magnetic field associated with toroidal diamagnetic current. Although many MHD modes
are predicted to be unstable, FRCs have been produced successfully by several formation techniques and show surprising macroscopic resilience. In order to understand this discrepancy, we have developed a new 3D non-linear
hybrid code (kinetic ions and fluid electrons), M3D-B, which is used to study the role of kinetic effects on the
n = 1 tilt and higher n modes in the FRC. Our simulations show that there is a reduction in the tilt mode growth
rate in the kinetic regime, but no absolute stabilization has been found for s̄ <
∼ 1, where s̄ is the approximate
number of ion gyroradii between the field null and the separatrix. However, at low values of s̄, the instabilities
saturate nonlinearly through a combination of a lengthening of the initial equilibrium and a modification of the ion
distribution function. These saturated states persist for many Alfven times, maintaining field reversal.

1. Introduction
The FRC is a compact toroid with negligible toroidal field in which the plasma is confined
by a poloidal magnetic field associated with toroidal diamagnetic current carried by the plasma.
It has been known for some time that a MHD model of the FRC is unstable to many modes
with large growth rates, of order of the inverse Alfven transit time. However, experimentally,
FRCs have been produced successfully by several formation techniques and show surprising
macroscopic resilience.
In order to understand this apparent discrepancy, we have developed a new non-linear 3Dsimulation code, M3D-B [1], that is intrinsically kinetic (hybrid). The ions are treated as particles, and the electrons as a cold fluid. Quasi-neutrality is assumed. The delta-f method [2] is
used to greatly reduce simulation noise and computational requirements. We have performed
hybrid simulations of the n = 1 tilt mode to study how the kinetic effects associated with large
thermal ion orbits can modify MHD predictions. The stability properties of both prolate and
oblate configurations have been examined.
Important parameters for the stability of the FRC are the approximate number of ion gyroradii between the field null and the separatrix, s̄, and the elongation of the separatrix surface,
E. For large s̄, we recover the MHD results. In the MHD limit all prolate configurations (with
E > 1) are unstable to many modes with differing toroidal mode number n. Non-linearly, the
internal tilt (n = 1) mode grows to large amplitude, and destroys the configuration. For oblate
configurations (with E < 1), the n = 1 tilt mode becomes external, and can be stabilized in the
MHD regime by a nearby conducting wall, although higher n modes remain unstable [1].
However, at low s̄, typical of much of the experimental work to date, we find that the situation is much more complex. In prolate FRCs, linear growth rate of the tilt mode is reduced
when s̄ <
∼ 2 due to finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects, and the nonlinear saturation becomes
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FIG.1: Variation of the normalized growth rate
of n = 1 tilt mode with 1/s̄ parameter.
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FIG.2: Scatter plot of the particle distribution
from linearized simulation of the n = 1 tilt
mode with E = 7.2 and s̄ = 0.8, racetrack
separatrix.

possible. In contrast, the stability properties of oblate FRCs are not affected significantly by the
thermal ion FLR effects even for small values of s̄ (s̄ ∼ 1 − 2).
2. Linear Stability of n = 1 Tilt Mode
According to analytical estimates, finite Larmor radius (FLR) stabilization of the tilt mode
∗
should occur when ω ∗ >
∼ γ0 [3], where ω is the diamagnetic frequency and γ0 is a characteristic growth rate, from which an approximate stability condition s̄/E <
∼ 0.2−0.5 can be obtained.
In the previous kinetic calculations based on Vlasov-fluid dispersion functional approach and
using trial functions [4], a greatly reduced growth rate for s̄ ≈ 2 and complete stabilization at
s̄ < 1.5 (E = 7.7) was obtained.
Our self-consistent hybrid simulations show that there is a reduction in the tilt mode growth
rate when s̄/E < 1, but no absolute stabilization has been found for s̄/E values as small as 0.1.
The difference between our results and the dispersion analysis results can be explained by the
deviation of the true kinetic eigenfunction from an assumed MHD-like trial function [4] in the
strongly kinetic regime (small s̄). The linear stability results for two family of equilibria with
E ≈ 2 and E = 7.2 are summarized in Fig. 1, where the growth rate is shown for different
values of 1/s̄. Notice that γ is only slightly reduced for s̄ ≥ 1.5 in the simulations with small
elongation E ≈ 2. For the configurations with E = 7.2, there is a significant reduction in the
tilt instability growth rate at small values of s̄, however, no absolute stabilization has been found
even for s̄ <
∼ 1.
One of the possible explanations of the instability existing beyond the FLR theory stability
threshold is the resonant interaction of the wave with ions for which the Doppler shifted wave

frequency matches the betatron frequency [5]:
ω − Ω = ±ωβ ,

(1)

where ω is the tilt mode real frequency, Ω is the ion toroidal rotation frequency, and ωβ is the ion
axial betatron frequency. In order to check this condition, we have calculated Ω and ωβ for each
particle in the linearized simulation with E = 7.2 and s̄ = 0.8 (racetrack separatrix). The result
is shown in Fig. 2, as a scatter plot of the particle distribution in (w, (Ω − ω)/ωβ ) plane (where
w = δF/F is a particle weight in the delta-f simulations). It is seen that the change in the
perturbed distribution function is largest when the ratio of the ion toroidal rotation frequency in
the wave frame (Ω − ω) to the betatron frequency is an odd number. Thus for a racetrack equilibria with large E, we find that multiple resonances are possible, and a generalized resonance
condition is
(Ω − ω)/ωβ = ±2l + 1,
(2)
where l is an integer. The difference between our result, Eq. (2), and the previous condition,
Eq. (1), is related to the difference in the linear structure of the tilt mode in the configurations
with a racetrack and an elliptical separatrix. Condition (1) was obtained assuming a rigid tilt
eigenfunction, which is a good approximation for the tilt mode for an elliptic equilibrium. In
this case, the axial displacement is largest near the field null, and the mode is global (perturbation is finite everywhere inside the separatrix). Thus only the ions, which satisfy condition (1),
will stay in phase with the wave. In a racetrack equilibrium, the perturbation is localized near
the end regions, where the curvature is large, and it is small everywhere else. Therefore, for
an ion to stay in a resonance with the wave, the half-period of the ion axial motion has to be
equal to an odd number of the half-periods of the toroidal rotation (note that the mode has an
odd symmetry relative to the midplane). Assuming that the resonant ions are those with large
weights (|w| > 0.25wmax ), we find that the fraction of the resonant ions is at least 4% of all of
the confined
ions, and that these resonant particles contribute about 63% to the energy balance:
R
dK/dt = (δJi · δE) d3 x. Thus for E = 7.2 and s̄ = 0.8, the instability is predominantly a
resonantly driven one.
Since multiple resonances are possible in the racetrack configuration, we conclude that such
configurations generally are more unstable than the elliptic ones (in the kinetic regime). The
simulation results for a different equilibrium with E = 3.9, s̄ = 0.9 and an elliptic separatrix
are shown in Fig. 3. In this case the (Ω − ω)/ωβ = 1 resonance is the most important one,
and other resonances are much weaker. The fraction of the resonant ions is about 7%, and the
contribution of the resonant ions to the rate of change of the total kinetic energy is about 50%.
In the previous kinetic studies of the tilt mode stability in field-reversed ion rings, the instability condition: |Ω − ω| < ωβ has been obtained [7]. Although the derivation of this condition
assumes a monoenergetic ion beam, and thus it is not directly applicable to FRC with thermal
ions, we were motivated to investigate the contribution of large ωβ ions to the instability drive.
For the racetrack case with E = 7.2, we find that about 15% ions satisfy the above condition,
and contribute about 12% to the energy balance. For the elliptic separatrix case with E = 3.9,
the fraction of such ions is larger, ∼45%, and their contribution to the energy balance is about
47%. While in first case (E = 7.2) the instability is clearly a resonant one, in the elliptic separatrix case (E = 3.9), the resonant interaction and the large ωβ ions can both be important.
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FIG.3: Scatter plot of the particle distribution
from linearized simulation of the n = 1 tilt
mode with E = 3.9 and s̄ = 0.9, elliptic separatrix.
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FIG.4: Vector plots of poloidal magnetic field
at t = 0 and t = 62tA from nonlinear simulation with E = 3.9 and s̄ = 1.9.

3. Nonlinear Results
Our simulations indicate that the FRC stability observed in the experiments cannot be explained
within linear theory. Other calculations done by Iwasawa et al. [6] also support this view. However, we find that the nonlinear evolution of the tilt mode at low s̄, kinetic regime is different
from that of the MHD model. The results of nonlinear hybrid simulations at low values of s̄
indicate that the instabilities in the prolate configurations saturate through a combination of a
lengthening of the initial equilibrium and a modification of the ion distribution function. These
saturated states persist for many Alfven times, maintaining field reversal. Fig. 4 shows vector
plots of the poloidal magnetic field at t = 0 and after 62 Alfven times (tA = R/VA ) from the
nonlinear simulations with E = 3.9, elliptic separatrix, and s̄ = 1.9. It is seen that FRC evolves
to a new equilibrium with larger elongation, elliptic separatrix shape and larger value of the
separatrix beta. The stabilization mechanism is likely to be a lengthening of the separatrix (reduction in the ion axial betatron frequencies) and the nonlinear wave-particle interaction. Note
that nonlinear stabilization of a linearly unstable tilt mode may explain the observation in the
low s̄ experiments of initial n = 1 tilt motion that does not result in total loss of the confinement
[8].
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